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Abstract. We give a new geometrical characterization of small cancellation groups that properly 
extends the usual metric conditions. The analysis is based on the notion of a symmetrized set of 
rewriting rules. This is a refinement of the notion of a symmetrized set of defining relations, 
natural in the framework of rewriting techniques. 
1. Introduction 
Since Dehn’s investigations on the word problem [3,4], the class of small cancel- 
lation groups has been intensively studied. There exists two styles of proofs for the 
fundamental result: Greendlinger’s one [6,7] based on word combinatorics, and 
Lyndon’s one [14] using geometrical methods. The present proof stands half-way 
between these two trends. It starts with combinatorics on relations, having natural 
geometrical interpretations. Our basic tool is rewrite rules, a useful and unifying 
concept that emerged from symbolic computation [ 131. Biicken [ 1,2] reports a first 
attempt to give a proof based on this technique. With respect to his work, we 
emphasize rule-configurations reducing critical pairs (minimal divergent points in 
derivations). This slightly different approach exhibits Cayley diagrams hidden in 
his proof. We call such diagrams critical. For a given finite presentation, their 
number is finite but the characterization uses well-orderings on words that prevent 
possibly nonconfluent reductions associated with these diagrams. Also, our condition 
is not as finitist as the usual metric ones. The word problem algorithms defined by 
sets of rules refine ehn’s algorithm as length-preserving reductions are allowed. 
For example, the group = (A, B, C; ABC = ) does not satisfy the classical 
small cancellation cond ns. Indeed, nonco nt Dehn reductions exist [61. 
However, it falls under our condAions. oughly speaking, these con 
usua! C’(4) one together with the nonexistence of critical diagrams as slho~n in 
1, each region being a ociated with a defining relation. 
e hope that the resear er in group combinatorics will fi here new tools for 
the investigation of Cayley graphs. or an introduction to rewriting, see 
er as a case s 
osser and well-founded) and a 
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Fig. 1. 
set of closed equations, find syntactic conditions such that the symmetrization (or 
restricted completion) of the equations under the complete set guarantees confluence 
on a congruence class of closed terms. For an introduction to small cancellation 
theory, see [ 151. 
The next section will be devoted to a detailed analysis of the symmetrization 
algorithm. Rule configurations involved in the reduction of critical pairs will be 
investigated in the third section. The proof of the main theorem (Theorem 4.6) and 
a discussion of some examples conclude the paper. 
2. 
A presentation of a group G is a pair (G, S), G a set of generators, S a set of 
defining relations from the free monoid (G u G-l)*. These two sets are supposed 
to be finite. Knowledge about the foliowing notions is assumed: freely reduced 
words, cyclically reduced words, symmetrized sets of relations (ssr), Cayley diagram 
of a presentation and S-diagrams, S an ssr, pieces between relations and conditions 
‘(p), C(p), and (q), p, q positive integers. 
h, p) of freely reduced words from G LJ G-l, noted A + p. A 
is a finite set of rules. The word w R-reduces on w’, noted 
w -R w’, iff there exists a rule h + p in R and words a, b such that w = ah6 and 
w’= apb (the equality symbol denotes syntactic equality; when subscripted, it 
denotes congruence relations). The reflexive-transitive closure of this relation is 
noted-&Theset&={aa-’ + 1, a-la + 11 a E G} defines the usual free cancellation 
G is omitted when clear from the context). IJnless explicitly mentioned, 
is assumed to be disjoint from F. Successive reductions are represented 
by concatenation of arrows. The length of a word w is noted 1 WI. The reduction 
lations are suppose be well-founded. This is so when all rules A + p satisfy 
e > is a partial ordering such that: 
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Throughout the paper, orderings satisfy (i)-(iii). Let AA+ p and Ap + v be two 
rules, A # 1, the pair of words (pp9 Av) is called a critical pair. It is resolved or 
confluent when there exists a word o such that pp -gg o and Av +f o. 
Especially important are critical pairs between a rule in F and another one in 
R: if a, . _ . on + bl . . . b, is in ai, bj E G v G-‘, its normal pairs are: 
( up..a,_,, b 1.. . b,,,a,‘), (a2.. . a,, a,%, . . . b,), 
( a,‘. . . a,‘, b,' . . . b;‘). 
These are the critical pairs between the rule and the complete system of groups (cf. 
[13]). The symmetrization algorithm resolves some of the reduction ambiguities by 
transforming normal pairs in new rules according to a given ordering. The algorithm 
updates three sets: of rules, of equations that may give new rules, and of deleted 
rules. This latter set is used for technical reasons. Proofs are simplified under the 
assumption that all rules are interreduced. Rules are labeled with integers; if k : a + p 
is a rule with label k, then w jk w’ denotes a reduction step of the word w by rule 
k Withou loss of generality, we may assume that the ordering is total. A normal 
form of a word w under the set R u F is denoted by R(w). 
Group symmetrization algorithm 
input E: a finite set of defining equations, < : an ordering. 
RO:= 0; the set of rules. 
EO:= E; the set of waiting equations. 
DO:= 0; the set of deleted rules. 
SO:= 0; the set of rules whose normal pairs are not computed. 
i := p := 0; the step counter and the rules counter. 
IOOP 1 
if DiuEi#@ theu { 
if Di # Qb then {select( uO, ~0) E Di; Di+l:= Di - {( ~0, ~0))) 
else {select(u,, ~0) EEi; Ei+, := Ei -{(u,, ~0))); 
Create_Rule( Ri( ug), Ri( vo))} 
else {if Si = 0 then halt with output Ri 
else {select a rule k in Si ; Si+* := Si - {k}; 
let Ei+, be the set of normal pairs of k; 
R i+l:= Ri; Di+l := Di; i:= i+ Iiij 
ere Create-Rule( u, v) = 
(A := u, p := v} e se (A := v, p := u); 
p:=p+l; 
K:={klk:a+pE Ri and a is red byp:A+pk 
+1 :={(a,p)lk:a+ 
+1 := {k:a+P’lk:a 
dp:A-,ph 
i+l 
:= 
1 ‘:= i+ 1. 
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Notice that if k: h + p E &, then both A and p are in F-normal form. Further, p 
is &-irreducible and h is (Ri - {k : h + p})-irreducible. The first lemma expresses a
continuity between ststble rules: the rule k : A + p E Ri is stable iff Vj 2 i, k : h + p E Rje 
2.1. Let k: ahb + p be a stable rule, a, b c: G v G? If the presentation G 
satisjes C’(2), then : 
(i) 1: a-*p + Ab is stable or a-‘p +,, l +g Ab, n a stable rule, 
(ii) m : pb-’ + ah is stable or pb-’ +,, * 3% ah,, n a stable rule. 
Proof. By symmetry, we only prove (i). The computation of normal pairs generates 
at some iteration the pair (a-‘p, Ab). As k is stable, the rule i : Ab + a-‘p cannot be 
generated. Assume that there is no stable rule I : a-‘p + Ab. In that case, as Ab and 
p are irreducible by the stability of S there exists (Y # 1 and a stable rule n : a-$ + v 
with a-‘p=a-$0: choose n in Uiao Ri such that la-‘pI is minimal and v is 
minimal with respect to the given reduction ordering. But rules are not length- 
increasing, thus la-‘pls 1 VI. That is, by assumption C’(2), two of the relations 
deduced from rules n and k are equal: K’/ = a-‘pb-‘A-‘. We have the reduc- 
tions: 
a-‘p = a-*pa +,, AbK’iu *$ Ab, 
which proves (i). Cl 
The next theorem proves the termination of the symmetrization procedure. The 
detailed proof may be found in [lo]. 
2.2. Given both a group presen ta tion G and an ordering > , the symmetriza tion 
algorithm always terminates. Let r be the set of rules computed; then we have, for 
k:A+pinr, 
_ the words Ap-‘, h-‘p, ph-‘, and p-‘A are relations; 
- ifIAI+lpl=2p+l, then )h)=p+l, IpI=p; 
I=p=lpl or IAl=p+l, lpl=p-1. 
_ the set S = { Ap-‘, pA -’ I k : A + p E F} is the ssr qf dejning relations; 
- ifUVE§and I~l>lvl, then U+*,, V-‘; 
- a nonconfluent critical pair results from a superposition on a piece between two 
relations. 
Termination of the procedure follows from the proof given in [lo]. There it 
is proved that if Uiao is finite, then the procedure halts. But the number of words 
ear in a rule is finite: as normal pairs alone are computed and rules 
ted, such words are subwo f the symmetrized set of defining 
erefore, only a finite nulrlber of les can be generated and Uibo Ri is 
finite. 
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Let r be the set of (stable) rules computed and k : h + p F I’. If the word Ap-’ 
were F-reducible, then rule k would be of the form A ‘a + $a, a E G u G-l. One of 
its normal pair is (A’, p’aa-I), with F-normal form (A’, p’). But all three cases A’ = p’, 
A’--, O, or $+ w and r for some word o contradict either the Cirreducibility of 
rule k or the fact that A # p. For the same reason, the word ph -* is cyclically reduced. 
The other cases are similar. 
Writing A = ah ‘, the normal pair (A’, a-‘p) is keducible as the symmetrization 
halts. The word A’ being Cirreducible, we must have la-‘pi s !A$ But laA’l2 IpI by 
length hypothesis, o that 0~ Iah’ - IpI G 2. Thus, if IA I + IpI = 2p, we have p s IA I s 
p+l, and if jAI+lpl=2p+l, we have p+i~l~l~p+$. This proves the length 
assertions. 
For the last claims, let aR be a word in S, a E G u G-l. We know from the first 
proposition that aR is a relation. By definition of S, we get R-‘a-’ E S. Thus we 
only need to prove Ra E S. Firstly, let aR be of the form Ap-‘; then A = aA’ and 
Lemma 2.1 implies two cases: either I, : a-‘p + A’ E F or there exists cy f 1 such that 
p = p’sv and lZ: a-‘p’+ A’8 E II Involving the definition of the set S on these two 
rules gives Ra E S. Secondly, we have aR = PA-*. We apply Lemma 2.1 twice. There 
exists a rule II : A’b + ap’ E r with A’b = A, b E G u G? It follows that 1* : ap’b-’ + 
A’E E Applying once more Lemma 2.1 we get a rule I3 : a-IA’-* p’b-‘. By definition 
of S applied to 13, we have Ra E S. This, S is the symmetrized set of defining 
relations. Notice that we have omitted the second case of Lemma 2.1, the only 
different: is in the subword’s labels. Let UV be in S such that Iu~> I VI; then, 
o BJV = Ap-‘; the length identities imply I ~13 IA I, there exists a U’ such that A U’ = U 
and U’V= p-l, and we have the following derivations: 
U~Au’_*~pu’= v-‘u’-‘u’+$ v-‘. 
0 uV=pA-’ imp;.: s I~l>lpl and XJ’, 3acGvG-‘with paU’= U and aU’V= 
A -I; by Lemma 2.1, we have the following derivations: 
u = pau’ 4gr V-’ u’-’ e/‘-G5 VW’. 
To conclude the proof, let (AE, DC) be a critical pair such that the nonempty 
overlapping word B is not a piece from S: 
k:AB+D, 
1: BC+E, 
where B# 1. 
Necessarily, two cyclic permutations of the relations associated to rules k and 1 are 
equal oFor example, 
e last equality implies that the critical pair is resolved as F is a complete rewriting 
system (free cancellations define a unique normal form for words). Cl 
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Thus, with a rule A + p we can associate a set of relations, namely hp-‘, its inverse, 
and all cyclic permutations. Theorem 2.2 claims that unresolved critical pairs are 
computed by superpositions on a piece. If the ssr S satisfies ‘(4), they are r- 
irreducible. 
ma 2.3. If S satis$es C’(4), then every critical pair computed from a piece is, 
perhaps after free cancellation, in F, r-normal form. 
roof. Let k and I be two rules that superpose on a piece. By definition of a piece, 
the overlapping word is a subword of the piece, which splits in three parts: the 
overlap B (nonempty), a prefix A, and a suffix C: 
k : aAB + /3C--‘, 
1: BCy+A-‘6. 
The critical pair is P = (/3C-* Cr, &A-%). It reduces by free cancellation in Q = 
(fly, as), the words /3-y and ai3 being F-irreducible, still by definition of a piece. 
We suppose the word /3r to be r-reducible, the other case being similar. Both p 
and y are F, Erreducible; also there exists a r-rule m : Ap + 7, such that A is a 
proper suffix of p and p a proper prefix of ‘y. We have three cases: 
(1) A is not a piece between rules 24 and k Two associated relations are identical: 
APT-’ = AC-‘B-‘A-‘a-‘&, where &A = j3. (1) 
Then C is the empty word. Otherwise, since p and C-’ share a common prefix by 
(11, rule I would not be F-reduced at subword Cy. The same remark implies that 
B or A is the empty word, which contradicts our assumptions. 
(2) p is not a piece between m and I, the same deduction remains valid: 
pi-‘A = pyIS-‘ABC, where pyI = y. 
Also, the words A and C share a common suffix. The F, r-irreducibility of PC-’ 
(as right-hand side) implies C = 1. But k would then be of the type Ua + Va, which 
is impossible by Theorem 2.2. 
(31) A and p must be pieces. By C’(4), lApl<$lAp~-*!. But rules are not length- 
increasing. This completes the proof. Cl 
e emphasize that, together 
is existence in r of the two 
reduction sequences: 
with the C’(2) condition, what we want to rule out 
follo.wing configurations, so that we can control the 
pieces c, A, P- 
enerates a normalized or symmetrized presentation 
ce syntactic properties. This ind of presentation encompasses the two 
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notions of Dehn’s algorithm and of symmetrized sets of relatio 
divergence in reductions are critical pairs co puted from pieces. 
will be devoted to the analysis of these points. So far, they are irreducible. 
we shall force their reduction by the concatenation of co 
examples of r-rewriting systems, the first example will 
one will. 
Example 2.4. The defining relation is TEA = TTB = l_ The piece TT defines a new 
relation BA-‘. The relation 77IA is not of the form Ap-’ or ph-‘: 
1 
ii43, BT-, T-l, 
A -I + B-*, TB+ T-“, 
n=+ B-l, B-’ T-’ + T. 
T-‘T-‘+ B, T-‘B--l + T. 
Example 2.5. The other r-set shows the necessity in the definition of S for both 
Ap-* and PA-‘, its defining relation is ABCD = DCBA. 
I 
DCBA-, ABCD, 
BCDA-* + A-‘DCB, 
B-‘A-‘DC + CDA-* B-l, BAD-‘C-’ + C-’ 
DA-‘B-‘C-I-) C-‘B-‘A-ID, D-‘ABC -, CBAD-‘. 
The relation ABCDA-‘B-‘C’D- is not Ap-’ but pA -I by the first rul 
DCBAD-‘C-‘B-‘A-’ is Ap-’ yet by the first rule, but not pA_’ (for hot 
well-foundedness is immediate). 
3. Critical pair reduction by contexts 
With the notations of the previous sections, a piece ABC gives a critical pair 
P = (cG, By). The members of P are F, IYrreducible. We study reduc 
pair under left or right contexts, seeking confluence con 
criterions for the word reduced by the coctext. 
A left (respectively right) context is a F, r-k 
Tr), where M (respectively T), possibly empty, iq atjo& 
while p (respectively T) is a proper pre x (~.~~~e~~ive~y 
side. Contexts create a r-redex after free cancella 
is symmetric in ar6 and py, we only ccnrslder the 
. b+z kg--~ “: 
1s absorbed by free cancellation, hen 
con text. 
is conjluent in this 
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oaf. As p and y appear in the contexts, we rewrite them in p 
or left contexts, we have 
iun@Or +% CCMY- (2) 
rd pMP_‘arS is also reducible by a rule in lY By rule k from the 
, we have p-‘cu =G C-‘B-‘A-‘. The second member of this equality 
being a piece, both hypothesi eorem 2.2 imply @-‘a! -*$ C-‘B-‘A”. 
C=aU, aEGu Lemma 2.1 applied to rule I gives 
a-‘A-‘6 +& Uy. Consequently, we have the derivations 
PM@-‘& +- p.MC-%‘A-% = /LMU-%‘A-% -+ pMy. 
Together with (2), this establishes the confluence. 
The other case is similar, we just give the reductions 
pyy-‘Tr -+* j3Tr 
and 
aray-’ TT ++ cuAl3CT~ by Theorem 2.2 
* PC-‘CTr by rule k 
3% jm. 
This concludes the proof. El 
From now on, we assume that the words M and T do not cancel all of /3 or y. 
We first detail the action of left contexts. We may write /3 = MB’& so that 
/AM,@ y *$ r-Cpl y. The next reduction is performed by a I-‘-rule m : ppl + vu1 . As 
usual, the word v1 points out a possible free cancellation. The study splits in two 
cases, according to the fact that M is empty or not. Let us analyse the latter case. 
For this purpose, we assume the following hypothesis. 
ypothesis 3.2. The presentation (: satisfies C’(4). 
Consequently, if po5 is a relation where I?, Q are two pieces, 5-l +$ PQ. 
3.3. Given a reduction of p y by a left context with free cancellation, 
- if ,t3 is canceled by F, Kreductions, the critical pair is confluent in this context; 
- otherwise, Py reduces to a word Q, F-irreducible, r-reducible only by the following 
conjiguration : 
k: rwAB+ M-‘p,v;‘&C-‘, 
l:BCpyl+A-‘8, 
r?ql&~l-, V2AV1, 
CAP* 
pieces : WC P2, A, P* 
Case 1: the reductions o not cancel aa e may write 
vu, VrlPZY 4% VPZY = 49. 
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The word 4p is in F-normal form. The word pl is a piece between rules k and m. 
Otherwise we could write 
This identity implies, as M # I, that the word p is F-reducible, which contradicts 
the context’s F, r-irreducibility. Thus, the piece between k and 112 is pl v:*. 
From Lemma 2.3 we know that both p2y and yP2 are F, r-irreducible (strictly 
speaking, in the latter case this lemma does not apply, but its proof does as the 
reader may check since one occurrence of p2 in k’s right-hand side rather than in 
a left-hand one is immaterial). Thus, a r-rule reducing q must be of the type 
n : A&p + o where A # 1 and p # 1, A suffix of u, p prefix of y. We get the configur- 
ation LL whose known pieces are ABC and ~l~~1. By three identifications of 
relations, we have: 
A is a piece between rules n and m. Otherwise we have v1 = 1 (rule k is irreducible 
and p2 # 1 by the hypothesis of Case 1). For the same reason, pi = 1, which 
contradicts the irreducibility of the left context PM. 
& is a piece between n and k; Otherwise, C = 1 (irreducibility of I and p # 1). 
Furthermore, vi = 1 (irreducibility of m and A # 1). Then the two words A and 
pi share a common suffix. This is impossible by Theorem 2.2 applied to rule m. 
p is a piece between n and 2. Otherwise, C = 1 (irreducibility of k). The words 
B and p2 share a common suffix, as B # 1 and & # 1 (hypothesis of Case 1); we 
have a contradiction (Theorem 2.2 and rule k). 
Case 2: in the reductions, the word /3 is entirely canceled. If p1 is not a piece, 
we may identify rules m and k: 
PP 1 &*fip =~~C-lB-‘A-la-‘~-‘~ 
Hence, as M # I, the context PM should be F-reducible. Thus, PI is a piece. The 
assumption C’(4) and Theorem 2.2 applied to rule k show that 
MCY +$ PI C-‘B-‘.4-l. The critical pair is confluent by Lemma 2.1 applied to rule 
1: 
@WY -*T.r PBl Y, 
P S ++ &C-lB-lA-‘S +& &y. 
This concludes the proof. El 
is the empty word, the word ppy is reduced by the rule m : ppl + 1~v1 l Also, 
the words p and pi have a common prefix. 
. Given a reduction of/3 y by left c 
e reduction involves 
F-irreducible, r-reducible only by the CO 
- otherwise, the critical pair is confluent in this context. 
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roof. Again we consider two subcases, whether or not the common prefix between 
and ccl is a piece. 
Case 1: the prefix is a piece. Necessarily, (ut vr’ is a proper prefix of p. Otherwise, 
hypothesis C’(4) and Theorem 2.2 imply that cy -*$ PC-‘B-‘A-’ as p is now a 
piece. But cy is irreducible as proper left-hand side subword. We may write /3 = 
;.~l~,1/31, where & # 1. Then, &Iy+ z&y, and we are in the first case of Lemma 
3.3 with configuration where PI replaces & and the word M has disappeared. 
Case 2: the prefix is not a piece. We have the rule identity PC-‘B-‘A%-’ = 
pl VT’ 8~. If p is a proper prefix of PI, then there exists a word E and an a E 6 u G-’ 
such that p1 = &I&. The rule identity implies the existence of C’ with C-’ = UC’-‘. 
As the word E.csy contains the left-hand side of m, these two equalities imply that 
rule 2 is not reduced in its left-hand side BCy = BC’a-‘ayI where ayl = ‘y. 
Hence, p1 is a prefix of /3 : /3 = pJ3, and the rule identity becomes 
~-l~~l~;l = aABC@;‘Ccl’. (3) 
Cuse 2.1: PI is the empty word. Then (3) implies 
p%q = aABC (4 
and we have wI1 = 1: as vl freely cancels some of ‘y, rule I would not be F-reduced 
if both C and vl were nonempty. As B # 1, if C = 1, then rule I being interreduced 
implies vl = 1. And if C # 1, necessarily vl = 1. The rule configuration is therefore 
l:aAb+PC-‘, 
k: BCy+A-‘8, 
m:pP+ u. 
In any case we have confluence of the critical pair in the context p. On the one b.and, 
MY + v- (9 
If Ial> 1~1, then a! = ~-‘a’, cu’# 1, and u = &ABC from (4). Both pfiy and pcy8 
reduce on CM’& If Ial G 1~1, then p = $LY-‘, p’ possibly empty; equation (4) gives 
P 
r-l v = ABC and 
par8 = $a-‘ai5 +$ ~‘6. (6) 
If I~‘\~ IAI, then A = &-‘A’, A’ possibly empty. We have u = A’BC and uy reduces 
to $8; with (6) this gives the desired confluence. 
Otherwise, &I> IAl implies p’-’ = A$‘-‘, p”# 1. Identity (4) becomes $% = 
C. Then ~‘6 reduces on uy by Lemma 2.1 applied to rule 1. This, with (5), proves 
the confluence. 
Case 2.2: If PI is nonempty, then, by (3), &’ contains the suffix vl. Otherwise, 
there exists two words vi # 1 and yl such that Y;’ = P,Y~-’ and y = Y;-’ yl. Once 
more, the left-hand side of I would not be reduced at subword v:Y{-’ at the join 
and y. 
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Now, p/3 y -+ up2 y. ut this last word is F-irreducible. Thus, by (7), v or p2 is 
empty. If v is empty, then 
pas = p*c-1 -‘A-‘a-%6 by (7) 
+:,I- P2r by Theorem 2.2 
and the critical pair is confluent in the context. 
Otherwise, p2 = 1. Then, by (7), either v contains the suffix BC so that r_cPy +$ vy 
is further reduced, or it does not and vy is irreducible. The reader may check that, 
in both cases, there is confluence. We just sketch the proof: 
I+ 1~1 * a! =@%‘, confluence on (~‘6, 
Ial G 1~1 + ,U = $~l, $ possibly empty; 
if IA! 2 1~~1, then we have confluence on $6. If IAl < lp’l, then we have confluence 
on uy. Cl 
We now study right-context reductions. The main difference with the left case is 
that reductions of p y first reduce y, subword of a right-hand side, while /3 is subword 
of a left-hand side. However, the two analyses are closely related. The reduction 
starts with p OTT +g /3 y17 where y = yl T-‘. 
Lemma 3.5. Given a reduction of p y by a right context with free cancellation, 
- if y is canceled by F, r-reduction, the critical pair is confluent in this context; 
_ otherwise, py reduces to a word I,$ F-irreducible, r-reducible only by the following 
conjiguration : 
k : (wAB + &AC-*, 
I : BCy2~& T-’ + A-%, 
m:qr+a,pu2, 
n:Ay2p-+o, 
BC, a;‘~~, A, p. 
roof. As usual we split the proof in two cases. 
Case 1: the r-reduction by r does not entirely ca ccl the word y- en, YI= 
y2a,‘7, and m : q T + qa. The word q is a piece. Otherwise the equality or” 7, +-* = 
ies that the co t Tr would be redu 
configuration 
the three words C_C, v2, and v are pieces: 
s or. an woul 
not be reduced; 
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- y2 not a piece implies u1 = 1; but the words r1 and Y share a prefix: rule m would 
not be reduced; 
- v not a piece implies a, = 1, and 7L1, y2 share a suffix: rule I would not be reduced. 
Case 2: the r-reduction cancels ‘y. The situation is symmetric with the case of 
left contexts. The rule m becomes m : 71 ylr + G,U. If y1 is not a piece, then TT is 
reducible as proved by the equality y1 m%& = yl T-‘S-’ us, yl is a piece 
between rules m and 2, and the critical pair is confluent. 
On the hand, /3yTr + ylr. On the other hand, ar6Tr + $ aABCyl~ because 
of ST +$- ABCy, from 4) and Theorem 2.2 applied to rule 2. We conclude with 
(r6T7 + *F.i’ lgyp, by application of rule k Cl 
When T is the empty word, the word p ye is reduced by the rule m : TUT+ ale, 
hence 71 and y share a common suffix. 
a 3.6. Given a reduction of /3 y by right context without free cancellation, 
_ if the reduction involves a piece between y and the context, we get a word #, 
F-irreducible, r-reducible only by the configuration LR (where T = 1); 
- otherwise, the critical pair is confluent in this context. 
f. Case 1: this suffix is a piece between 2 and m. Then ~~0;’ is a proper y-suffix. 
Otherwise, the left-hand side of I would be the concatenation of two pieces. This 
is impossible by assumption C’(4). We get a configuration identical to LR except 
in the word T, now empty. The conclusions still hold. 
Case 2: the suffix is not a piece. Then 71 is a y-suffix, as in the previous case. 
The identity S-‘ABCy = ~F~q8a-~ would imply the reducibility of rule k with 
the common suffix of p and C. We may write y = ~~7~. 
(1) If y1 is the empty word, then the critical pair is confluent (same proof as in 
Case 1 of Lemma 3.4). 
(2) In the other case, y is of the form y2~& and p ye +& p y2a The identity 
deduced from the relations associated with rules I and m gives S-‘ABCy2 = ~8. 
this i;uplies, by F-irreducibility of @y2~7, that either y2 or a is empty. 
If 6 is empty, then 
The critical pair is confluent. 
If y2 is empty, then either r or a has a sufficiently large subword to initiate the 
confluence of the critical pair (details left out). This completes the proof of the 
last lemma on reduction by contexts. q 
Summarizing the behavior of a critical pair in a context, we have two possibilities: 
reducible, Kreducibl 
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corresponding to reductions of the other member of the critical pair 06: 
m : p*p; + u&f;, 
n:ha,p+o, 
c, A, p;u;-l, p; 
m : r;q+ u’,pa,, 
n:A&p+o, 
BC, u;-‘T:, A, p. 
. CO ce 0 orit 
We reformulate the fundamental result of small cancellation theory: let 
be a finite group presentation where S is a symmetrized set satisfyi 
C’(6), or C’(4) and T(4); then every word in (G u G-l)* equal in 
element has 1 as unique F, r-irreducible form, where r is a symmetrized set of 
rules computed from S (under any ordering). 
The aim of this section is to prove this confluence property of words congruent 
to the unit element. In fact, we shall prove a more general result, based on the 
nonexistence of configurations including LL, L L, and ‘cf. Section 3). Given 
an ordering, the symmetrization procedure computes a finite set of rules r described 
in Section 2. We always suppose that the symmetrized set S satisfies condition C’(4). 
Let W be a word such that 
(i) W+$,r I, 
(ii) 3 W’ # 1, F, IYrreducible, with W -+ g r W’. 
Let us define two sets of descendants of k 
A(W)={21 W-+&Z} and &(W)={ZI W+~~Z,Irred(Z)={l}}, 
where Irred(Z) is the nonempty set of Z’s normal forms under the relation +F,r. 
We localize a point of strong divergence in the directed acyclic graph (dag) of W’s 
descendants. 
Lemma 4.1. There exists two rules k and 1 from r and two words U, V with 
k:arAB+C-‘, l:BCy+A-‘8, 
where ABC is apiece between kand 1, both Uand t’are F, l3rreducible, Y = UlrABCyV 
belongs to A(W), Y+& YI = U/SyV (or U&V) with Hrred( Y1) = {l), 
Y +$,r Y2 = UcwSV (or U&V) with 1 ti Irred( Y2). 
The following inclus 
As every element in 
ordering, we may select a maximal element 
whose properties are displayed in Fig. 2. 
for the well-founde 
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Fig. 2. 
If 1 E Irred(&), then let a,( W) = a,( W) n A (&). We have the following 
inclusions: 
{l}~fl,(W)cA(W) and n,(W)d&(W) 
as 2, satisfies the hypothesis of W. By iterating the construction, we build a decreasing 
chain of sets: 
By the noetherianity of reductions and the finiteness of r, the set J2,( W) is finite 
and the sequence of subsets is stationary after an iteration such that { 1) P! Irred(&). 
Thus, the following set is nonempty: 
= { 1}, 1 ti Irred( 22)). 
We select a minimal word Y in this set O( W) for the given ordering. The rules that 
reduce Y on Yi, i = 1,2, do not belong to F: all the critical pairs of this set are 
resolved. These reductions are performed by a nonconfluent critical pair of C 
Otherwise, we would have the reductions of Fig. 3 (where F is possibly empty and 
the words h may overlap). 
By Theorem 2.2, a nonconfluent critical pair comes from a superposition on a 
piece between two relations. Thus, with the notations of Section 1, we have Y = 
UaABC~V with two rules k and 1. If the word U is reducible by a rule i from 
F w r, then U +i U’. Figure 4 contradicts the minimality of Y and concludes the 
proof. Cl 
In Fig. 4, the two words /3y and ar6 behave symmetrically. We restrict ourselves 
to the case where Py has 1 as unique normal form. After a step of r-reduction and 
perhaps some steps of free cancellation, the word Y reduces on Y1 = UpyV and 
Ep, FA,G 
L 4YFpzc 
O&2 
Fbg. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
on Y2 = U&V. As YI can only reduce on the unit element and U, V, /3, y are 
F, I%reducible, every reduction must start at either W’ or yV oreover, we can 
detail the structure of U and V with respect to reductions since these two words 
are entirely canceled. This structure will be expressed in the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. The structure of the words U and V is expressed by the identities: 
where the words pi (respectively 5) are prejx (respectively su@x) oj. left-hand sides 
of rules mi (respectively nj) in r, nonempty except possibly CL,, (respectively r,,,), and 
such that there exists a reduction path from YI to 1 whose subsequence of Ereductions 
contains the subsequence (mi)i, I,___,n (respectively (nj jj= I,_..,m), of- which each member 
reduces the corresponding word pi (respectively 5) in U (respectively V). The words 
Mi (respectively q) express possible free cancellations. 
We now precisely analyse this sequence of reductions. The first reduction steps 
act on ccl M,Py or on /3yT,~~. None of these two possible reductions gives the 
confluence of the critical pair as the two reduction dags are disjoint. From Lemmas 
3.1, 3.3-3.6, the first reductions give the words 4p or #. 
Hypothesis 4.3. None of the configurations LL, L appears in K 
Observe that by Hypothesis 3.2 no L or configuration exists. The words (9 and 
# are irreducible by Hypothesis 4.3. The ne rewriting step reduces either a U-suffix 
or a V-prefix. When these reductions occur on the side of & opposed to the first 
reduction side, we get a word that is F-irreducible: 5 = ~~fi~y2~~. Thus, we examine 
the remaining cases: p2M2v1&y and pyz~l T2r2. 
Case cc2 M2v,& y. First, M2 does not freely cancel all of vl. Otherwise, the rule 
m, : p& + zq vl,, where &ui-’ is a piece, shows that 1, with the subword y&I 
reducible on vale-‘, would be reducible. But U is r-irreducible. Next, with 
m2: p2&+ u2tp5, we have the identity 
v1 = M;‘&Y;-‘P~ where & # 1 and &v$-’ is a piece. 
Suppose a contrario that there exists a prefix 
relations associ d with m, and m2 are 
erwise the context U 
us, the two relations are syntactically e 
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of u, would be F-reducible. Clearly, all these cases are impossible; the existence 
of the nonempty word & and of the piece &v$-* follows and we have 
kMzM32Y 4.r V2/33/32Y = c* 
Case j3 y2al Q2. With the previous deduction, T2 does not freely cancel all the 
word al. hd if n2: 4r2+ a$r2, then cl = ~+F~%;T~*. Notice that the relations 
defined by the two rules n,, i = 1,2, are now 
T;l~;l~~%~P (where P is a suffix of a~?-$) and 72u$1a~-17$. 
The subword /3y2 is unchanged by this new reduction: 
BY2Ul T272 -+$ kb2?302 = x* 
Thus, in any case, the second step of the r-reduction does not affect the words 
/3 and y of the previous r-reduction. We now turn to the r-reducibility of the 
words f; 6, and x. The three cases will be successively detailed. We first remember 
the configuration that yields the word and summarize the various possible reductions 
in Table 1. Its leftmost column contains the reducing configurations. The last rule 
in each configuration reduces a subword of the words 5, 6, or x, and this subword 
intersects at least two successive components. If one of its left-hand side components 
is not a piece, the associated relations identity is displayed in the second column. 
The last one reports a consequence of this identity: a rule includes a freely reducible 
subword or possesses a nonempty prefix or suffix common to both its left- and 
right-hand sides. Thus, all components of the last rule left-hand side are pieces. 
Reduction of 6. 
I 
rrAB+ M,‘~‘,v’~-‘@~C-‘, 
BCy2a;-‘~; T,’ + A-%, 
cl&+ w4, 
7;71+ o;o,. 
All configurations but the last one are L, , LL, LR configurations. 
Reduction of 5 (see Tabk 2). 
arAB + M&; v~~C-*, 
BCy+A-‘6, 
The last configuration and the first four rules are new. 
eduction of x (see Table 3). 
1 
rvAB+PC-‘, 
BCy2a;-‘r’, T,’ + A-%, 
T; T1 + O’l y3c2 ‘-%;T;‘, 
472-f og5. 
e geometrically inte 
configurations with t e same number of 
ams, called critical. All 
s are 
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Table 1. 
Configuration Identifications Consequences 
Ap...=Au;p;--’ . . . 
P . ..A=p...j+q- 
rule 1 n.r. 
rule 2 n.r. 
aAB + M;‘& Y;-‘&AC-’ 
BC~~&-‘T; T;’ + A”6 
Ap+0 
AC-‘B-’ . . . = hp.. . 
P . ..h=p... BC 
rule 2 n.r. 
rule 1 n.r. 
BCy&r;-‘7; T,’ + A-‘6 hp... =Aa;-‘7; . . . rule 2 n.r. 
7; 7’ + 0;po P . ..A =p...r;-‘a; rule 1 n.r. 
Ap+o 
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
cvAB + M;‘/L; v;-l&C-’ A&...=Av;p;-‘... rule 3 n.r. 
BCpy&-’ 7’1 T,’ + A-‘6 P2P*- = p2C-’ B-’ . . . rule 2 n.r. 
CL’44 + hW p...f12=p... BC rule 2 n.r. 
w32P + aJ 
aAB + M&; u;-‘f12AC -1 Ay2... = AC-‘B-’ . . . rule 1 n.r. 
BCy,a:-‘7; T,’ + A-% yzp...= y2u;-%; . . . rule 3 n.r. 
7’17’ + u;pu P . ..y2=p...+‘a. rule 2 n.r. 
AY~P + 0 
____p_______________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~~~~~~-~~-~- 
cuAB+ M;‘p; v;-‘p2C-’ AP2 . . . = Au; p;-’ . . . rule 1 n.r. 
BCy,u;‘-‘7; T,’ + A-% B2y2.. . = B2C-’ B-’ . . . rule 2 n.r. 
Plrc’t -) hW y2p...=y&-fT;... rule 4 n.r. 
7; 7’ + u’,pu P . . . y2=p...+-‘a; rule 2 n.r. 
w32Y2P + 0 
oriented, and are ordered as words by the ordering of the symmetrization. A critical 
diagram associated with a configuration of n + 3 rules, n 3 0, will be denoted by 
L”,. The boundary cycle of each region is a relation from the ssr S. It splits in two 
nonempty disjoint paths, an interior path and an exterior one. The latter path belongs 
to a single region and will be labeled clockwise with respect to this region, the 
interior path being labeled counter-clockwise. With this convention, the associated 
words are equal in G and the hypotheses imply that they are comparable under the 
ordering. The smaiier one is represented by a dashed line. Let us recall that an 
interior edge, belonging to 
relations. The first diagram 
two distinct regions, 
CO encodes all 
represents a piece between two 
configurations (Fig. 5). 
For clarity, the other diagrams are unlabeled. The upper cycle is the last rule, o 
being its exterior edge, with neighbors A and p. igures 6 and 7 biSp!ay t S 
Cl and C2 respectively. 
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Table 2. 
Configuration Identifications Consequences 
hp... = hu;j&-’ . . . 
P . ..h=p...&J-’ 
rule 1 n.r. 
rule 2 n.r. 
Ap...=Au;#L;-‘... 
P . ..A=p...&.-’ 
rule 1 n.r. 
rule 2 n.r. 
aA -, ;‘r’l v;-‘&AC-’ Ap...=AC-‘B-l... rule 2 n.r. 
BCpy+A-‘S P . ..A=p... BC rule 1 n.r. 
Ap+o 
________________uI__~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
aAB + M<‘pi vi-‘p&C-’ A/3,...=Au;&-’ . . . rule 2 n.r. 
p,p; + M;‘&v;-‘&v: I33 . . * A=/33 . . . &Yg- rule 3 n.r. 
P2& + v2w p...j93=p..+;u;-’ rule 2 n.r. 
M3P -, 0 
aAB + Mi’4.4; Y;-‘/~~C-’ A/32...=Au;~;-‘... rule 1 n.r. 
BCpy -+ A-‘8 62. l * A=@2 . . . p;v’l--’ rule 3 n.r. 
p,p; + M;‘J+;-‘#I~Av; p...f12=p... BC m!e 1 n.r. 
Q32P + 0 
____________________~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1__1_- ___________________ 
aAB+ MC’4 Y~-‘/~~C-’ Aj3,...=Au;p;-‘I.. rule 3 n.r. 
BCpy + A-‘6 rule 1 n.r. 
Cl’44 + ;‘p;v;-‘/33Y; rule 2 n.r. 
~214 + v2W rule 1 n.r. 
W33B26, + 0 
e remaining diagrams are composed of n tetra-gons uch that the three interior 
edges’ path is greater than the exterior one, further, of two triangles whose exterior 
edge is greater than the concatenation of its two interior ones, and finally, of a 
surrounding diagram with n +2 consecutive interior edges whose concatenation is 
greater than the exterior path O. In Fig. 8 we give an example of labeled C4 
corresponding to the red ion of &&ys yS. Thus, our third assumption, which 
includes as a special case pothesis 4.3 is the following. 
. For the order& >, no critical diagram C”, n 2 0, exists. 
us, the three words c,t, x are F, r-irreducible. Under this assumption, this 
creation of irreducible subwords is expanding, as shown in the following lemma. 
on Y3= v,&,_, . . . &y2.. . ym_p,,,, with, for i = 
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Table 3. 
Configuration Identifications Consequences 
aAB+hC-’ 
BCpy,a;-‘~‘1 T,’ + A-‘6 
hp%l.l 
hp... = AC-‘B-’ . . . 
P . ..A =p... BC 
rule 2 n.r. 
rule 1 n.r. 
BC~&T;-‘T; T,’ + A-‘8 
~‘17, +a~~y,a~--‘~~~,-’ 
Ap+o 
hp...=Acr;-‘T; . . . 
P . . . A=p...T;-‘a; 
rule 2 n.r. 
rule 1 n.r. 
hp... = ACT;-’ ~5. . . 
P . ..A=~...T.-‘0; 
rule 2 n.r. 
rule 1 n.r. 
aAB + PAC-’ 
BCY~U~-'T~ T,’ -* A-‘8 
T: T, + 0: PY3Uz ‘-‘T:T;’ 
AY2P + 0 
Ay2...=AC-‘B-l... 
y2p...=y~~~-‘T;... 
P . ..y2=j.L..T.-‘0; 
rule 2 n.r. 
rule 3 n.r. 
rule 2 n.r. 
BCy,Au;-’ T; T,’ + A-% Ay,... = AU:-’ ~‘1. . . rule 2 n.r. 
T: Tl + Ol, y3”2 ‘-‘T:T;’ y3p...= y34-‘7;. . . rule 3 n.r. 
T;T2 + U&W, P . ..y3=p...T.-‘U; rule 2 n.r. 
AY~P + 0 
______________I____________________s____~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~-~----------------- 
aAB+@AC-’ Ay2.. . = AC-‘B-’ . . . rule 2 n.r. 
BCy,cr;-‘7; T,’ + A-% y2y3...=y2U~-‘T~... rule: 3 n.r. 
T; T, + 0; y3”2 ‘-aTw y3p.. .= y3U5-’ 7; . . . rule 4 n.r. 
T;T2 + C&W2 P . ..y3=p...T5-‘4 rule 3 n.r. 
Ay2y3p + o 
Fig. 5. CO. 
Fig. 6. C' . 
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Fig. 7. Cz. 
Fig. 8. C,. 
f. By induction on n + m. The induction hypothesis is the structure of the 
previous rules and the irreducibility of the already reduced word. The two rules 
reducing the prefix pc( and the suffix q are 
I 
I 
nl: +I + ~‘YPL~& TiZ&, 
I/45+1 dcG%Gc~;, 
where &#I and y,#l; p ;+&.., and &#+, are pieces, the word 
Y& = vkPk-4 l l l p2y2 l = l ~1-1~1 
bei ducible. We have seen that this hypothesis holds for rules k, 1, ml, and 
n,- following reductions must freely cancel either the word Mk+* or Tl+l. 
Afterwards, a reduction by any of the rules m k+l or nl+, may occur. The description 
of cases p2 VJ~~ y and j3 y2al T2r2 s ows that these two new rules have the previous 
form. Then, the word 
+1.1+1 = Vk+lbk l l l p272 l l l ‘ypl+l 
is irreducible by the nonexistence of the configurations Ci, i = 1, . . . , k + 2 + 2. Notice 
that the deductions u = 1,2, are now replaced by the 
irreducibility of both 
We have proved that the word YI reduces to a nonempty word Y3) F, r- 
contradiction with the choice of Therefore, under the 
reduces to 1, then 1 is its only irreducible form: 
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is obtained from 
ent to the unit element) 
Fig. 9. 
.6. Let G = ( G, S) be a finite group presentation satisfying 
critical diagram for some ordering; then the symmetrized set of ru 
this ordering solves the word problem for 6. 
If the presentation satisjies either C’( 6) or 
Dehn’s algorithm solves its word problem. 
Proof. Since satisfies ‘(4), if G also satisfies (4), then no C-diagram exists 
as they all include an i erior vertex surrounde by three consecutive regions. 
(4) alone was not sufficient in the proofs of Lemmas 3.3-3.6. If 
satisfies C’(6), then, by C’(4), CO is prohibited, while all the other diagrams include 
three consecutive piec that reduce on the boundary complement of their region. 
This is impossible by 
The present proof was initiat 
symmetrization, isolated the wo 
present proof profits from experiments w 
thorough analysis of sy 
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of critical diagrams It is easily seen that, for a given finite presentation, the number 
f critical diagrams is finite: the upper region gives an upper bound to the number 
of regions in a diagram. However, the hypothesis of the main theorem (Theorem 
.6) relies on the existence of an orderin inding an appropri 
a delicate matter. Consider, for example 
ehn-complete system exists that is r on all congruence 
classes, although this fact has not been noticed so far [IQ]. Further, the halting 
problem for rewritin systems, even restricted to monadic and constant function 
symbols, is undecidable [g]. The metric conditions imply that the word’s length- 
ordering can be applied to critical diagrams. 
We may discuss the hypotheses of the main theorem: C’(4) and the nonexistence 
of critical diagrams. The former assumption entails the nonexistence of CO. We may 
ask whether it is oniy used for this purpose. The answer is no, as shown by the 
following symmetrized set for the group G, = (a, b; ababa-‘b-I): 
a-%a -3 b&J, b-la-lb+ aba-‘, 
bab-’ + aba, abab + ba, 
a-l~-la-‘+ Qa-‘b-1, &a--‘&l + b-la-‘, 
~--1*-1~--1+ *-l&la, b(,f-‘b-la + a-lb-‘, 
b-%b + ab-‘a-‘, baba-’ + a-“ b. 
The presentation is C’(2), but not C’(3). Hence, it does not satisfy the first hypothesis 
(Hypothesis 3.2). However, it satisfies T(4) as every relation begins with a letter 
and ends up with the other one. Thus, no critical diagram exists. However, Dehn’s 
algorithm does not solve its word problem and the condition C’(4) is necessary 
here. With the notations of the proof, we have, for example, the derivation displayed 
in Fig. 10. 
The word 2 both reduces to 1 and Y2, irreducible. But Z is not minimal, whereas 
Y is minimal (cf. beginning of Section 4) and the corresponding configuration is: 
i 
k : bab-’ + aba, 
I: b-la-lb+ aba-‘, 
ml : abab + ba, 
m2: abab + ba. 
The original piece is b-‘a-” with A=1 and /3=ab=,~c,=& The point is that no 
word Q2y exists as /3 is entirely canceled by the rule ltll . Its left-hand side is the 
concatenation of two pieces contradicting ‘(4). The diagram has an interior vertex 
the dashed areas. This example 
‘(4). The case Ap + o, where both A and p are 
ieces, then U-* *&- P,&. 
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Z=UUbbb-‘UbbCC’b 
1 
a&bubbcc-lb -l
VA 
abubu -‘II -’ 
1 
bUU”b” 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
This proposition is an assumption on S rather than on diagrams. 
Another example is the group GZ = (A, B, C; A ) whose one sym- 
metrized set is: 
‘(4). Further it does not satisfy 
example, the nonconfluent derivations of Fig. 12 [l]. 
ave, for 
R Le Chenadec 
ABABABCA-‘CA-’ 1A-1.5-1C-1B-~C-1 
ABABCBCA-%-‘A -‘E1 C-‘B-‘C-’ 
-1 ABABCcl -I CA-. B-’ C-‘B-’ C-’ 
I 
JI 
ABABCA-1f3-7A-1B-1C-1 
I 
9 
ABCA -’ t”’ C-' 
I 
i 
Fig. 12. 
The associated iagram is CZ , the last rule being a hP2y2p + o. (cf. Fig. 13 for 
this diagram.) 
k:A-‘CB+ BCA-‘, 
1: BCA-‘B-‘-,A-‘C, 
m,:ABCA-I-: CB, . 
n1 
-IB-lC--1~ B-‘A-‘, 
0: -1 B-‘+A-%. 
owever, the following symmetrized set for G2 is also complete: all its critical pairs 
are resolved. We have confluence in all congruence classes. 
set follows from the ordering 
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Fig. 13. 
which is finer than mere word’s length and from the fact that all superpositions 
occur on non-pieces; thus, no critical diagram exists. Pieces have length 1 while the 
relation has length 6. 
In contrast to the usual geometric proof [15, Chapter 51, the present one only 
deals with elementary properties of words . So does the proof by Greendlinger [6, 
71, which is based on the reduction & alone. In the reduction-dag of a word, we 
have localized a point of divergence. Also, no quantitative result relative to the 
original word can be stated such as Greendlinger’s Lemma. However, localization 
exhibits critical diagrams. Some questions about the present analysis should be 
interesting. Above all, the connection between the present proof and Lyndon’s 
nonmetric condition C(p) should be understood. The decidability of the word 
problem for group presentations atisfying C(4) and T(4), or C(3) and 
not follow from Theorem 4.6. Does a suitable modification of its proof give these 
results? Finally, does the rewriting tool apply to the conjugacy problem? 
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